Objective. To explore whether the image noises and the metal artifacts could be further managed by the combined use of two technologies, the adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR) and the monochromatic imaging generated by gemstone spectral imaging (GSI) dual-energy CT. Materials and Methods. Fifty-one patients with 318 spinal pedicle screws were prospectively scanned with dual energy CT by using fast kV-switching GSI between 80 and 140 kVp. The monochromatic GSI images at 110 keV were reconstructed either without ASIR or with ASIR of various levels (30%, 50%, 70% and 100%). For these five sets of images, both objective and subjective image quality assessments were performed to evaluate the image quality. Results. With objective image quality assessment, the metal artifacts (measured by an artifacts index) significantly decreased when increasing levels of ASIR was utilized (p < 0.001). Moreover, adding ASIR to GSI also decreased the image noise (p < 0.001) and improved the signalto-noise ratio (SNR, p < 0.001). With subjective image quality analysis, the inter-reader agreements were good, with intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) of 0.89 to 0.99.
INTRODUCTION
Spinal fusion surgery is a common treatment for spinal degenerative diseases, deformities, 47 trauma, neoplastic and infectious diseases (Manbachi, Cobbold & Ginsberg, 2014) . It is 48 estimated that approximately 488,000 spinal fusions were performed in the USA annually (Weiss, 49 Elixhauser & Andrews, 2014) . Postoperative imaging evaluation is of critical importance to 50 ensure the quality of surgery and rule out complications such as loosening of pedicle screws, 51 malposition or fracture of metal implants, or infection at the surgery site (Young et al., 2007) . 52 53 Compared to regular X-ray study, computed tomography (CT) is the preferred imaging 54 modality for postoperative evaluation because of its multiplanar reformation capability, and 55 detailed demonstration of hardware, grafts, and soft tissues (Berlemann et al., 1997; Chrastil & 56 Patel, 2012) . However, the quality of postoperative spinal CT images are often seriously 57 impaired by two factors, the metal artifacts and the image noise, which make it difficult for the 58 radiologists to evaluate the implants and the surrounding anatomic structures. Artifacts from 59 metal implants are due to beam hardening and photon starvation (Dinkel et al., 2015) , and can 60 significantly reduce the readability of the CT image. Image noise is related to the radiation 61 pattern and the processing software employed for generating the picture, and can seriously 62 hampers the proper evaluation of soft tissue at the surgical site, which is of great clinical concern 63 because most complications, especially postoperative infections, usually involve the soft tissue 64 near the metal implants (Chrastil & Patel, 2012) . 65 66 There are technologies developed to reduce the image artifacts from metal implants. Among 67 the artifact-reducing approaches, monochromatic imaging generated by gemstone spectral 68 imaging (GSI) dual-energy CT has been extensively studied and shown of value for effectively 69 reducing metal artifacts Wang et al., 2013) . There are, however, limitations of 70 images produced by GSI technology. GSI at high energy levels may increase the image noise and 71 reduce the contrast to noise ratio (CNR), due to removal of the information generated by photons 72 of low-energy levels (Lewis, Reid & Toms, 2013) . Moreover, adopting GSI may increase the 73 radiation exposure to the patients (Venema, 2011) . As a result, it is necessary to develop new 74 technologies that can further improve the GSI-based method for post-spinal fusion CT images.
76
Technologies have also been developed to reduce the CT image noise. Iterative 77 reconstruction has been available since the advent of CT in the 1970s, but is only made practical 78 in recent years due to the need of heavy computer processing power. By focusing on modeling of 79 the scanned object and the noise properties, adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction (ASIR) is 80 of benefit for those examinations that experience limitations due to noise in the reconstructed 81 image, and can improve the diagnostic acceptability (Marin et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2010) . 82 Although GSI can reduce metal artifacts, it is also associated with increased image noise at high 83 energy levels. Since the application of ASIR usually reduces image noise, the combinational use 84 of GSI and ASIR may further improve the quality of CT images for evaluating post-spinal fusion 85 patients. However, prior studies about metal artifact reduction with GSI mainly focused on the 86 application of GSI technology alone Wang et al., 2013) . We believe this study 87 is the first to investigate the combined effectiveness of GSI and ASIR in post spinal fusion CT 88 imaging. 89 90 In this study, we aim to evaluate the feasibility of using GSI and ASIR together in spinal 91 fusion CT images. The hypothesis is that the combined use of GSI and ASIR will not only 92 reduce the metal artifacts, but also lower the image noise that often hampers the proper 93 evaluation of the soft tissues at the surgical site. The best ASIR setting for using with GSI was 94 also explored. 98 This prospective study was fully approved by the institutional review board. The inclusion 99 criteria were: 1) patients received spinal fusion surgery using pedicle screw implants made of 100 titanium, 2) CT scans were clinically indicated for postoperative residual or recurrent pain, or 101 before further surgery of adjacent segments, 3) informed consent was required. Patients were 102 excluded if they were pregnant or lactating. All of the patients enrolled were prospectively 103 scanned with GSI protocol.
104
105 CT scan protocol and reconstruction 106 Dual-energy CT was performed using a high definition 64-row detector Discovery CT750HD 107 (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wis, USA) with fast kV-switching between 80 kVp and 140 kVp. 108 The detailed GSI parameters were set up by the manufacture as follows: tube current of 550mA, 109 thickness of 0.625mm, pitch of 0.984:1, rotation time of 0.8s/rot, total exposure time of 6.2s, 110 scanning field-of-view of large body, and displayed field-of-view of 18cm.
112
From the acquired data, monoenergetic images at 110 keV were reconstructed without 113 ASIR (ASIR 0%) or with various blending levels of ASIR at 30%, 50%, 70%, and 100%. We 114 chose the photon energy level of 110 keV to represent GSI images, as this level has been well 115 demonstrated to be the most effective photon energy level to reduce metal artifacts by previous 116 researches (Meinel et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013) . For every single patient, 5 sets of images 117 were generated and transferred to a commercial workstation (GE VolumeShare ADW4.6, GE 118 Healthcare). Bone window width was set at 2000 Hounsfield Unit (HU), and window level at 119 500HU. Soft tissue window width was set at 350HU, and window level at 40HU.
120
121 Objective image quality analysis 122 First, image noise and SNR were measured for every set of images. An oval region of interest 123 (ROI) with 1.0×2.0cm was placed in subcutaneous fat without implants or artifacts. Its standard 124 deviation (SD f ) of CT number was defined as the image noise. A similar ROI was drawn in 125 erector spinae muscle at the same level. SNR was calculated using the formula: SNR = CT m / 126 SD f , where CT m is the mean attenuation of the erector spinae muscle, and SD f is the image noise. 127 Second, a well reported artifact index (Lin et al., 2011 ) was
128 calculated to evaluate the severity of artifacts, where represents the SD value in artifacts; SDa 129 represents the SD value in the reference region free of artifacts. We further used AI 1 and AI 2 SDb 130 to stand for the hyperdense and hypodense artifacts respectively. All the ROIs were drawn 131 carefully to cover most of the artifacts, and the exactly same ROIs were used in the reference 132 images by using copy and paste function of the workstation. Table 1 (Guggenberger et al., 2012) . The overall severity of artifacts of 139 every set of images was analyzed and scored separately. Further assessment was made of the 140 diagnostic quality of the images in visualization of implants, peri-implant bones and peri-implant 141 soft tissues respectively.
142
Following induction as to the scoring system the two radiologists independently evaluated 143 the images. Images were presented randomly on the workstations and three orthogonal plane 144 reformats were available for assessment. Figure 1 Comparison of CT images generated by different reconstruction algorithms for evaluation of a 65-year-old 179 female with lumbar internal fixation for spinal stenosis. Regular CT scan (left image) was plagued with metal 180 artifacts and image noises. GSI technique (center image) significantly reduced the metal artifacts, but still had 181 obvious image noise in soft tissues. The combined use of GSI and ASIR (right image) not only reduced the metal 182 artifacts, but also significantly lowered the image noise of soft tissues (illustrated by the muscle and small bowel 183 within the rectangular boxes).
185
To further validate the effects on image quality by various CT processing algorithms, 186 quantitative evaluation of CT images was also performed. As shown in Figure 2, 215 Since the subject judgments of different radiologist may affect the proper interpretation of CT 216 images, it is also important to perform a subjective image quality analysis that involves more 217 than one radiologist. Because most postoperative problems are related with the metal implants 218 and the adjacent structures, subjective assessments of diagnostic quality in regard to implant and 219 peri-implant bone and soft tissues were performed separately for every blending level of ASIR 220 shown in Figure 3 separately by two radiologists (R1 and R2). The results (Table 3) 221 demonstrated excellent inter-reader agreements for the assessments of artifacts (ICC = 0.92), 222 implants (ICC = 0.99), adjacent bone (ICC = 0.89) and adjacent soft tissue (ICC = 0.93). As 223 illustrated in Figure 4 , for both readers, the scores of artifacts decreased when ASIR level 224 increased to 70% or more (p<0.001). For R1, the visualization of adjacent soft tissue was 225 improved with ASIR levels of 70% and 100% (p<0.05); whereas for R2, it was improved with 226 ASIR level of 100% (P = 0.014). Regarding the implants and adjacent bones, the scores did not 227 change significantly even when ASIR level increased to 100% (all p >0.05). The results 228 suggested that higher levels of ASIR (70% and above) could improve the diagnostic quality in 229 regard to soft tissue visualization, but made less impact on visualization of implants and adjacent 230 bone. 233 Figure 3 Effects of various blending levels of ASIR with GSI for evaluation of a 60-year-old male with lumbar 234 internal fixation for disk herniation. The screws generated remarkable metal artifacts in regular CT, which were 235 significantly reduced by the GSI technique. However, the GSI scan still had noisy soft tissue images (indicated by 236 the right kidney and surrounding muscles within the rectangle box). By adding increasing levels of ASIR to GSI, 237 image noise was gradually reduced, and the appearance of tissue structure became smoother. Please note that all CT 238 images were reconstructed from one GSI scan. 239 240 241 242 243 Results are shown as rating ± standard deviation. P represents the probability of equivalence. ICC stands for intra-244 class correlation coefficient. R1 and R2 stand for reader 1 and reader 2, respectively. § P < 0.001 compared with 245 GSI images without ASIR. † P < 0.05 compared with GSI images without ASIR. 246 247 248 Figure 4 Subjective image quality assessments by two radiologists (image readers). For both reader 1 (A) and reader 249 2 (B), the scores of artifacts were decreased with 70% and 100% ASIR levels. The visualization of soft tissue 250 showed a mild improvement at ASIR levels of 70% and above. However, the scores of implants and adjacent bones 251 didn't change significantly.
252
253 DISCUSSION 254 CT assessment of spinal metal implants and adjacent tissues postoperatively is often seriously 255 impaired by metal artifacts and image noise. We present a study of 51 post-spinal fusion patients 256 with 318 pedicle screws using both GSI and ASIR techniques for postoperative CT evaluation. 257 To our knowledge this is the first study to report this combination of techniques for such a 258 patient group. We found that by adding ASIR to GSI images, image noise and SNR were 259 markedly improved ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). Moreover, both hyperdense and hypodense artifacts index 260 were decreased with increased contributions of ASIR (Table 2 and Fig. 2 ). This effect was 261 confirmed by subjective assessment at ASIR levels of 70% or higher (Table 3 , Figs. 3 and 4) . 262 The visualization of adjacent soft tissue was also improved at high levels of ASIR. These results 263 indicate that a combination of ASIR and GSI may reduce image noise and provide better image 264 quality in postoperative CT evaluation of spinal fusion patients.
266
Monochromatic images generated from GSI dual-energy CT could avoid the shortcoming of 267 polychromatic X-ray beams by reducing metal artifacts from energy averaging. This method has 268 previously been demonstrated to reduce metal artifacts from internal fixation, spinal screws and 269 large hip prostheses (Wang, et al. 2013; Wang et al., 2014) . Photon energy level of 110 keV was 270 recommended to provide the optimal metal artifacts reduction effect by GSI. However, it has 271 also been shown that the increasing photon energy level may cause increased background 272 heterogeneity and noise (Lewis, Reid & Toms, 2013) . ASIR was proven by our study to be an 273 effective tool to overcome this drawback of GSI imaging. 274 275 In order to further reduce metal artifacts, many attempts have also been devoted to metal Wang et al., 2014) . Nevertheless, from both literature and our own experiences, this 282 combinational use does not work well for relatively thin and small spinal screws made of 283 titanium, because MARS probably will cause implants distortion, introduce new artifacts and 284 blur the surroundings soft tissues (Wang et al., 2013; Watzke & Kalender, 2004) . So in this study, 285 we only investigated ASIR implanted to GSI without MARS to study the image quality.
287
Iterative reconstruction introduces a loop of image correction by feeding through the entire 288 synthesizing and updating process to obtain a newly updated image (Sagara et al., 2010; Wang 289 et al., 2012) , and therefore enables a significant reduction in image noise. The combined use of 290 GSI and ASIR has been investigated recently in coronary computed tomography angiography 291 (Fuchs et al., 2013) , where noise reduction occurs with increasing contributions of ASIR. To 292 date, however, this combination of GSI and ASIR has not been reported in post spinal fusion CT 293 images. The current study served as the first experience of using the two methods together in 294 metal artifacts reduction for spinal fusion patients. Our results also indicated that increasing 295 ASIR could reduce the image noise of GSI imaging by up to 45%, and generate an almost 2-fold 296 increase of SNR.
298
Moreover, iterative reconstruction processing has been implanted into several algorithms for 299 metal artifact reduction (Boas & Fleischmann, 2011; Dong, Hayakawa & Kober, 2014 ; 300 Morsbach et al., 2013a) , but iterative reconstruction itself might have limited metal artifact 301 reduction ability. In our study, though the artifact index of both hyperdense and hypodense 302 artifacts gradually decreased with the increasing blending levels of ASIR during the quantitative 303 evaluation, the changes of artifacts score for both readers were less than 1 grade even when 304 ASIR was added up to 100%. We also noticed that the characteristics of artifact index curves 305 were very similar to that of image noise curve illustrated in Figure 2 . Therefore, the minor 306 artifact reduction effect of ASIR might be the result of remarkable reduction of image noise 307 (Morsbach et al., 2013b) . Nevertheless, ASIR combined with GSI could have comparable 308 artifacts reduction ability with GSI, resulting in better visualization of the adjacent soft tissue. 309 310 The findings that ASIR could further improve image quality of GSI imaging may have some 311 clinical implications. In one way, with the same radiation dose of GSI scanning, better image 312 quality could be achieved by the combined usage of ASIR and GSI. In another way, ASIR may 313 have the potential to reduce radiation dose. Nowadays, the radiation dose of CT and its 314 associated risks are major concerns for doctors and patients (Albert, 2013) . As such, the dose 315 must be rendered as low as possible. There has been concern that GSI may hold higher radiation 316 dose compared to standard CT imaging (Venema, 2011) . The tuber current of 550mA used in
